Marc Egea i Sala
Software Developer
marc.egea.sala@gmail.com

I’m a developer. That means I can code, test, debug and reason to solve
problems. During my years of experience I’ve worked with multiple teams
doing agile, waterfall, on site and remote projects, mostly involving dynamic
languages and the web stack.

https://meis.github.io
Barcelona

While really enjoying technical challenges, I believe that creating and
maintaining complex software is a social activity, and I value good practices
for how they help on global productivity. Also, I’m continuously learning and
I love to be involved in tech talks and conferences.
I know I’m better when working with good people and that’s what I always
look for. I’m a team-player excited to create things.

Perl Developer
Zoopla Property Group
Property Portal, London
August 2016 - December 2016

As part of the Consumer team, I worked on adding functionalities to all ZPG
high-traffic sites (zoopla, smartnewhomes, primelocation...) while continuously
refactoring the existing code and adding new test to transition from a monolithic
architecture to a new microservices architecture.
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Full-stack Developer
Overleaf
Startup, London
September 2015 - July 2016

Maintaining and developing new features for Overleaf (collaborative writing and
publishing platform) apps and APIs on multiple technologies such as the main
web page, the web editor, a LaTeX render server and an in house Git Bridge.

Full-stack Developer
Soysuper.com
Start-up, Barcelona
April 2013 - August 2015

Autonomous developer inside the tech team and main responsible of the
Insights project (metrics and alerts platform for customers). I worked in design,
build, test and maintenance of all the pieces of the infrastructure and also
contribute to plan and prioritize the iterations and new features.
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System Admin and Software
Developer
openTrends
Consultancy, Barcelona
October 2008 - April 2013
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Working on all the steps of the systems department: from junior sysadmin to
tech lead. The department was in charge of all the infrastructure and responsible
to maintain all the in-house servers and services.
As a Software Developer I worked on multiple projects, most of them involving
various dynamic languages (Ruby, Perl, PHP) or designing infrastructures. During
my years in openTrends, I worked under the supervision of a tech lead on
medium projects and leaded some small projects.
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Junior Software Developer
Deister Software
Enterprise Software, Barcelona
June 2007 - April 2008
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In my first tech role I contributed to the company's proprietary web desktop,
developing add-ons (such as 3D charts) for the platform with front-end
technologies and working to modernize components (transition from tables to
CSS and implementing AJAX calls).
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